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Decentralized Stability Conditions for DC
Microgrids: Beyond Passivity Approaches

Khaled Laib, Jeremy Watson, Yemi Ojo and Ioannis Lestas

Abstract—We consider the problem of ensuring stability in a
DC microgrid by means of decentralized conditions. Such con-
ditions are derived which are formulated as input-output prop-
erties of locally defined subsystems. These follow from various
decompositions of the microgrid and corresponding properties
of the resulting representations. It is shown that these stability
conditions can be combined together by means of appropriate
homotopy arguments, thus reducing the conservatism relative to
more conventional decentralized approaches that often rely on
a passivation of the bus dynamics. Examples are presented to
demonstrate the efficiency and the applicability of the results
derived.

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing integration of renewable energy in recent
years has strengthened the interest in microgrids. Compared
to AC microgrids, DC microgrids have been recognized as
a natural and simple solution to integrate renewable energy,
see [1]. For instance, DC microgrids allow connecting DC
components directly for a simple integration of renewable
generation and storage units. Moreover, in addition to be-
ing compatible with modern consumer loads, DC microgrids
allow to reduce unnecessary power conversion losses. Thus,
DC microgrids have become an attractive option not only
for providing support to remote communities, but in many
other applications such as mobile grids on ships, aircrafts, and
trains [2].

A DC microgrid is a power network that consists of small
subsystems (generation units, storage units, flexible loads, etc.)
interconnected via power lines. A key requirement in a DC
microgrid is to ensure stability of the network when decentral-
ized feedback control mechanisms are used for voltage/current
regulation [3].

Two main features can lead to network instability: interac-
tion between converters and load type, see [3, 4].

In particular, each DC-DC converter is typically designed
to guarantee good stability margins and achieve certain per-
formance levels when operating in a stand-alone condition.
However, when interconnecting the different DC-DC convert-
ers in the network, their interaction can affect the overall
performance and even lead to instability.

Furthermore, some DC loads have a destabilizing effect. For
instance, in contrast to constant impedance loads and constant
current loads, which normally do not induce stability degrada-
tion, constant power loads can lead to network instability due
to their negative impedance characteristics.
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A. Literature review

Various decentralized (linear and nonlinear) control strate-
gies have been proposed in the literature to ensure proper
functioning of DC microgrids: droop control schemes [5,
6], line-independent approaches [7], cooperative schemes [8]
, passivity-based [9, 10], Lyapunov-based [11], backstep-
ping [12], and sliding-mode control schemes [13].

However, the aforementioned controllers do not handle
situations where constant power loads are present and some of
them do not incorporate the power line dynamics and consider
them purely resistive.

To address the voltage destabilizing effect of constant power
loads, various controllers have been proposed in the literature
to handle general nonlinear ZIP loads, i.e. parallel combination
of constant impedance, current, and power load respectively
(denoted as Z, I, P respectively).

In [14], the authors propose a consensus algorithm guaran-
teeing power consensus in a network with ZIP loads. In [15],
the authors propose a nonlinear passivity based voltage con-
troller with some robustness with respect to constant ZIP loads.
In [16], the authors propose a linear state feedback voltage
controller to passivate the generation units and the ZIP loads
connected to it.

Existing results that incorporate dynamic line models rely
primarily on a passivation of the bus dynamics so as to achieve
stability in general network topologies. The latter implies that
there are restrictions on the amount of constant power loads
that can be incorporated, as these have a non-passive be-
haviour. Furthermore, many classical converter control archi-
tectures, such as ones based on double-loop implementations
that provide also current control capabilities, are often hard
to passivate in practical designs. Therefore the development
of methodologies that can reduce the conservatism in the
stability conditions imposed, while at the same having stability
guarantees in general network topologies is an important
problem of practical relevance.

B. Main contributions

The objective of this paper is to derive decentralized con-
ditions through which stability of the DC microgrid can be
established, i.e. conditions on locally defined subsystems. The
microgrid representation plays a central role in this context
as the notion of a subsystem is not unique. In particular, any
derived stability conditions are inevitably going to be only
sufficient when these are decentralized. Therefore, different
representations of what constitutes a subsystem within the
network can lead to stability results with varying conservatism.
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A main idea of our analysis is to consider different de-
centralized input-output conditions based on various decom-
positions of a DC network and then combine them together
by means of appropriate homotopy arguments. This allows
to exploit on the one hand the natural passivity properties of
the lines in frequency ranges where the coupling between the
buses is high, and also exploit other input-output conditions in
frequency ranges where there are significant deviations from
passivity by additionally taking into account the strength of
the coupling between buses.

A key contribution of the proposed approach is that it
allows to reduce the conservatism in the design relative to
more conventional methodologies, such as ones that rely
on a passivation of bus dynamics. In particular, it enables
larger amounts of constant power loads to be incorporated
while guaranteeing stability of the network, and also allows
to establish stability for wider classes of practically relevant
control architectures.

It should also be noted that the input-output approach
adopted allows to consider broad classes of microgrid models
involving higher order converter models and line dynamics.
Related practical examples will also be discussed within the
paper to demonstrate the significance of the results presented.

C. Paper outline
The paper is structured as follows. Section II presents

some graph theory elements, the DC microgrid model and
the problem setting. Section III presents the main results
of the paper while Section IV presents numerical examples.
Conclusions are drawn in Section V.

D. Symbols and notations
The sets of real and complex numbers are denoted by R and

C respectively. The extended real line [−∞,+∞] is denoted
R and R+ is the set of real positive numbers including 0 and
+∞. The imaginary axis is denoted by jR where j =

√
−1.

The right half-plane including the imaginary axis is denoted
by C+ and its closure is denoted by C+. The space L n

2 [0,∞)
is the set of signals f : [0,∞) → Rn that have finite energy∫∞

0
‖f(t)‖2dt, and H n

2 is the set of functions that are Laplace
transforms of signals in L n

2 [0,∞). The set RHp×q∞ is the set of
p× q real rational transfer functions without poles in C+. For
a matrix F ∈ Cn×n its transpose and conjugate transpose are
denoted by F> and F ∗ respectively. For a matrix F ∈ Cm×n,
‖F‖∞, ρ(F ) denote its induced ∞-norm and its spectral
radius respectively. The identity matrix is denoted by I .The
Kronecker product of two matrices Fi and Fj is denoted by
Fi ⊗ Fj . The direct sum of matrices Fi with i = 1, · · · , n
is denoted by ⊕ni=1Fi. Finally, in order to ease the notation,
for matrices X,Π11,Π12,Π22 with compatible dimensions and

ε ≥ 0, we use X ∈ QC (Π, ε), with Π =

(
Π11 Π12

Π∗12 Π22

)
, to

denote (
X
I

)∗
Π

(
X
I

)
≥ εX∗X (1)

and X ∈ QC (Π, ε̄) to denote(
I
−X

)∗
Π

(
I
−X

)
≤ −ε̄I.
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Fig. 1: A representative diagram of a six bus microgrid.
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Fig. 2: Diagram representing the jth bus (DC-DC converter
with its controller, and a load) connected to the kth line.

II. NETWORK MODELS AND PROBLEM SETTING

A. Algebraic graph theory and microgrid signals

The DC microgrid is a power system that comprises of nb
buses and n` power lines. We assume that each bus includes
a DC-DC converter with its controller, and a load connected
to it. Note that even if loads are located elsewhere, they can
be mapped to a point of common coupling (PCC) using Kron
reduction, see [17]. Fig. 1 is a representative diagram of a
microgrid with six buses and six lines while Fig. 2 gives a
schematic of the electrical connection of the jth bus.

We represent this microgrid as a connected graph (N , E)
where N = {1, 2, · · · , nb} is the set of nodes (buses) and
E = {1, · · · , n`} ⊆ N × N is the set of edges (lines). A
direction is assigned to each edge which can be arbitrarily
chosen. The corresponding nb×n` incidence matrix is denoted
by A and it is given by

Ajk =

 +1 if edge k leaves bus j,
−1 if edge k enters bus j,

0 otherwise.

For each node j ∈ N , the set Ej = {k ∈ E : Ajk 6= 0} is the
set of edges connected to node j.

Given the aforementioned microgrid settings, we define the
following signals.
• The input current at bus j is denoted by iBj

(t) and the
bus output voltage is denoted by vBj

(t).
• The current through line k is denoted by iLk

(t) (this
denotes the current with the same direction as that of
the edge k).

• The vector of all bus voltages and the vector of all
line currents are denoted by vB(t) =

(
vBj

(t)
)
j∈N and

iL(t) = (iLk
(t))k∈E respectively.
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B. Line dynamics

We consider power lines modeled as RL components. The
lines of the DC microgrid connect the buses and allow power
to be transferred from one bus to another and across the
microgrid as a whole. The current flowing across a line is
determined by the difference between the voltages at each bus
to which the line is connected. By applying Kirchoff’s voltage
law on the kth power line, with k ∈ E , we obtain

diLk
(t)

dt
=
−rk
lk

iLk
(t) +

1

lk
δVLk

(t) (2)

where rk > 0 and lk > 0 are the resistance and the inductance
of kth line and δVLk

(t) is the voltage difference across line
Lk.

It should be noted though that the stability results that will
be presented also hold if the transfer function from δVLk

to iLk
is any strictly positive real function. This allows,

for example, to consider also more advanced line models
that include capacitances or distributed parameter models as
in [18]. Extensions to cases where this transfer function is
positive real rather than strictly positive real, will also be
considered in Theorem 2.

C. Bus dynamics

As already mentioned, each bus includes a DC-DC converter
with its own controller, and a load connected to it. The voltage
at each bus is controlled via the DC-DC converter using local
information only (i.e. the states of the bus and the input current
from the microgrid).

We consider a general bus model to account for a broad
class of DC-DC converters, controllers and loads. DC-DC con-
verters (buck, boost, buck-boost, SEPIC, etc.) are composed
of three main stages: DC stage (battery stage), switching stage
and DC output stage (output-voltage stage).

Average models, i.e. models described by continuous ODEs,
are commonly used in the literature to describe the converter
dynamics so as to carry out stability analysis and control
design. These are justified under the following assumption.

Assumption 1 The switching of the converter is performed
at a frequency much higher than the timescale of its control
policies.

Thereafter, average models will be used throughout the
paper to model the converter dynamics.

The converter dynamics as well as the controller dynamics
vary depending on the DC microgrid voltage level (low,
medium and high), model complexity, control strategy, etc..
Therefore, the converter and the controller dynamics will be
kept in a general representation for analysis and particular im-
plementations will be discussed in the examples of Section IV.
For the loads, we consider a general ZIP load model which
includes constant impedance, constant current and constant
power loads.

A general form of the jth bus dynamics can be described
as single-input single-output dynamical system with iBj

(t) as

input and vBj (t) as output. These dynamics are represented
as follows  dxBj

(t)

dt
= fBj

(
xBj

(t), iBj
(t)
)

vBj (t) = gBj

(
xBj (t), iBj (t)

) (3)

where xBj
(t) ∈ R

nxBj is the state vector at each bus
(includes converter, controller, and load states), fBj

and gBj

are functions of the form fBj : R
nxBj × R → R

nxBj and
gBj

: R
nxBj ×R→ R.

D. Microgrid small-signal model

The bus model (3) is in general nonlinear due to the
converter and load dynamics even when considering linear
controllers; hence the microgrid model is also nonlinear.
Equilibrium points can be found by setting the time derivatives
in (2)-(3) to zero and then solving the resulting system of
equations.

Finding equilibrium points in a power grid is the well-
known power-flow problem, which has been studied in depth
e.g. [19, 20]. Load / generation fluctuations result in deviations
from a nominal operating point, however when these are small,
which is usually the case under normal operating conditions,
a small signal analysis can be used for stability analysis and
control design.

Thereafter, a linearization is performed using an obtained
equilibrium. For this purpose, we require the following as-
sumption.

Assumption 2 The system (2)-(3) admits an equilibrium.
Moreover, the vector functions fBj

and the functions gBj
in (3)

are Lipschitz around the considered equilibrium of (2)-(3).

Under Assumption 2, the system (2)-(3) can be linearized
about the equilibrium being considered. In order to analyze
this linearization, let q(t) = q(t)− qeq denote the deviation of
any quantity q(t) from its equilibrium value qeq . We denote
the microgrid equilibrium by qeq given by

qeq =
((
ieqL
)>
,
(
veqB
)>
,
(
xeqB
)>)> (4)

with xeqB = (xeqBj
)j∈N . Finally, we adopt an input-output

representation of the small-signal model of microgrid (2)-(3),
and we introduce the following two sets of transfer functions
• Lk(s) is the transfer function of the line dynamics (2),

from the input δVLk
(t) to the output iLk

(t);
• Bj(s) is the transfer function of the linearized version of

the bus dynamics (3) from the input iBj (t) to the output
vBj

(t).
Note that the different Lk(s), obtained from (2), are in

RH∞ as −rkl−1
k < 0. We will derive conditions on the

frequency response of locally defined subsystems under which
stability of the power system (2)-(3) about the equilibrium (4)
is guaranteed. To do this, we introduce the following assump-
tion.
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B(s)

L(s)

A A>
VB(s)

IL(s)

WV (s)

WI(s)

- +

+

+

+

Fig. 3: Block diagram representing the small-signal
model (5).

Assumption 3 For each bus j, Bj(s) ∈ RH∞ with a stabi-
lizable and detectable state-space realization1.

Let vB(t) =
(
vBj

(t)
)
j∈N and iL(t) =

(
iLk

(t)
)
k∈E ; then

δvLk
(t) = (ack)

>
vB(t) and iBj

(t) = − arj iL(t) where ack
and arj are the kth column and the jth row of the incidence
matrix A respectively.

The small-signal model of the microgrid (2)-(3) can be rep-
resented as a negative feedback interconnection of input-output
systems as illustrated in Fig. 3 and is given by{

VB(s) = −B(s) A IL(s) +WV (s)
IL(s) = L(s) A> VB(s) +WI(s)

(5)

where B(s) = ⊕nb
j=1Bj(s) and L(s) = ⊕n`

k=1Lk(s) with
Bj(s) ∈ RH∞ and Lk(s) ∈ RH∞. WV (s) and WI(s) are
signals associated with the initial conditions. In particular,
these are given, respectively, by WV (s) = ΘB(s) xB(0) and
WI(s) = L(s) (⊕n`

l=1lk) iL(0), where xB(0) and iL(0) are
the initial values of (xBj

(t))j∈N and iL(t), respectively, and

ΘB(s) =
(
⊕nb
j=1CBj

) (
sI −⊕nb

j=1ABj

)−1
(6)

where CBj
and ABj

are the output matrix and the state matrix
in the state-space representation of Bj(s). Note that ΘB(s) is
in RH∞ (from Assumption 3), hence both signals WV (s) and
WI(s) are in H2.

III. MAIN RESULTS

We derive in this section sufficient conditions for the local
stability of the DC microgrid (2)-(3) which are formulated as
decentralized input-output conditions on different subsystems.
As mentioned in the introduction, the notion of a subsystem

1The stabilization and the detectability assumptions ensure that there are
no pole/zero cancellations in C+ in the transfer function.

is not unique in a network, hence different network decom-
positions can lead to decentralized conditions with different
relative merits.

The main significance of Theorem 1 below is that it consid-
ers multiple such conditions associated with two different net-
work decompositions and combines them together pointwise
over frequency by means of appropriate homotopy arguments.

The significance of the conditions in Theorem 1 are dis-
cussed in remarks that follow.

Theorem 1 Under Assumptions 1-3, the equilibrium (4) of the
power system (2)-(3) with its small-signal model (5) is locally
asymptotically stable if for all ω ∈ R+ at least one of the
following two statements is satisfied.
• Statement 1: For every j ∈ N , there exist scalars γj1(ω) ≥
0 and γj2(ω) ≥ 0 and εBj (ω) > 0 such that

Bj(jω) ∈ QC
(
γj1(ω)Π

Bj

1 + · · ·
· · ·+ γj2(ω)Π

Bj

2 (jω), εBj
(ω)
) (7)

where

Π
Bj

1 =

(
0 1
1 0

)
(8)

Π
Bj

2 (jω) =

(
−JBj

(jω) 0
0 JBj (jω)−1

)
(9)

with

JBj
(jω) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
k:k∈Ej

Lk(jω)

∣∣∣∣∣∣+
∑
k:k∈Ej

|Lk(jω)| . (10)

• Statement 2: For every j ∈ N , there exist scalars
δj1(ω) ≥ 0, δj2(ω) ≥ 0, δj3(ω) ≥ 0 and εGj

(ω) > 0
and scalars Πk

11(jω) = (Πk
11(jω))∗ ≤ 0, Πk

12(jω) and
Πk

22(jω) = (Πk
22(jω))∗ ≥ 0, with k = 1, · · · , n`, satisfying

−Πk
12(jω)−Πk

12(jω)∗ + 2 Πk
22(jω) ≤ 0, such that

Gj(jω) ∈ QC
(
δj1(ω)Π

Gj

1 + δj2(ω)Π
Gj

2 + · · ·
· · ·+ δj3(ω)Π

Gj

3 (jω), εBj
(ω)
) (11)

where Gj(jω) = (⊕n`

k=1Lk(jω)) (arj)
> Bj(jω) arj and

Π
Gj

1 =

(
0 In`

In`
0

)
(12)

Π
Gj

2 =

(
−2In`

0
0 2−1In`

)
(13)

Π
Gj

3 (jω) =

(
⊕n`

k=1Πk
11(jω) ⊕n`

k=1Πk
12(jω)

⊕n`

k=1Πk
12(jω)∗ ⊕n`

k=1Πk
22(jω)

)
. (14)

Proof See Appendix A.

Remark 1 (Microgrid decomposition) The stability
conditions in Statement 1 and Statement 2 are decentralized
conditions that depend on local bus/line dynamics. They are
obtained using two different decompositions of the microgrid
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that lead to appropriate graph separation arguments [21]. In
particular, Statement 1 is derived by means of the conventional
microgrid decomposition into buses and lines. Statement 2 on
the other hand is based on a different decomposition of the
microgrid, analogous to the one used in [21, 22], that leads
to subsystems Gj involving each bus Bj and the lines Lk
connected to it as follows from the sparsity structure of arj .

Remark 2 (Passivity and small-gain conditions) The
different conditions of Statement 1 and Statement 2 can be
related to the usual passivity and small-gain conditions. In
particular, in Statement 1, having γj2(ω) = 0 in (7) allows to
recover the usual bus Bj passivity conditions while choosing
γj1(ω) = 0 allows to recover a small-gain condition on
each bus Bj scaled by JBj

, where the latter depends on the
neighbouring line dynamics Lk. For Statement 2, we can
have similar interpretations as earlier but on systems Gj this
time. For instance, choosing δj2(ω) = 0 and δj3(ω) = 0
in (11) allows to have a passivity condition on Gj while
having δj1(ω) = 0 and δj3(ω) = 0 allows to recover a
small-gain condition on Gj . Finally, it is worth mentioning
that in contrast to the passivity condition in Statement 1,
the third component in (11) obtained with δj1(ω) = 0 and
δj2(ω) = 0 allows to take into account the dynamics of the
lines as each Πk can be associated to each Lk.

Remark 3 (Conservatism) Condition (7) allows to combine
passivity with small-gain conditions (see Remark 2), thus
reducing the conservatism of more conventional passivity
based results often used in the literature. Conditions (7)
and (11) allow to reduce the conservatism by combining
passivity with small-gain conditions but also with other
conditions able to take into account the line dynamics (see
Remark 2). Note that when considered individually, neither
Statement 1 nor Statement 2 is less conservative compared
to the other. For instance, Statement 1 considers the more
commonly used bus/line decomposition and (8) and does
not take into account the ’strength’ of coupling among the
bus dynamics at each frequency. On the other hand, even
though Statement 2 allows to consider this coupling, it may
not always hold when the couplings are too strong. Hence
each statement has its own merits and a main contribution
of Theorem 1 is to show that conditions (7) and (11)
can be combined together pointwise over frequency by an
appropriate homotopy argument (see proof in Appendix A),
thus reducing the conservatism associated with these
decentralized conditions.

Remark 4 (Control design) The stability conditions stated
in Theorem 1 can be used as design protocols for the microgrid
that need to be decided a priori, i.e. local design rules at each
bus which if satisfied ensures stability of a general network.
An approach when choosing such rules is to consider different
conditions in different frequency ranges. For instance, the
passivity conditions can be used in regimes of higher gains
as passivity holds for arbitrarily large gains while small-gain

conditions, or conditions that take into account the strength
of the coupling, can be considered in regimes with weaker
coupling and potential phase lags. It should be noted that,
the generalized KYP Lemma [23] can be used to verify if the
different required properties are satisfied in the corresponding
frequency ranges.

In Theorem 1, the transfer functions Bj(s), Lk(s) are
in RH∞. We consider here also the case where Lk(s) has
a pole on the imaginary axis at the origin, which is a more
involved problem. This corresponds, for example, to the case
where the lines are purely inductive, which is an assumption
often made in AC grids at the transmission level2. For DC
grids this assumption is less common, but it can be relevant
in future superconducting DC systems where the transmission
lines have very small resistance (see e.g. [24]).

We state below the class of transfer functions Lk(s) that
we consider.

Assumption 4 For each k, we assume that Lk(s) is a proper
positive real, proper real rational transfer function with a
stabilizable and detectable state-space realization and with
a pole at the origin and no other poles in C+.

Similarly to (5), the small-signal model of the microgrid
can be represented as follows{

VB(s) = −B(s) A IL(s) +WV (s)
IL(s) = L(s) A> VB(s) +WL(s)

(15)

where B(s) = ⊕nb
j=1Bj(s) and L(s) = ⊕n`

k=1Lk(s) with
Bj(s) ∈ RH∞ and Lk(s) /∈ RH∞. The signal WV (s) is the
same as in (5) while WL(s) = ΘL(s)xL(0) where xL(0) is
the initial value of (xLk

(t))k∈E (with xLk
(t) the state vector

of Lk) and

ΘL(s) = (⊕n`

k=1CLk
) (sI −⊕n`

k=1ALk
)
−1 (16)

with CLk
and ALk

the output matrix and the state matrix in
the state-space representation of Lk(s). Note that ΘL(s) has
one pole at the origin (can be deduced from Assumption 4),
hence WL(s) is not in H2.

Theorem 2 states that the conditions in Theorem 1 can still
be used to deduce convergence to an equilibrium point under
an additional positivity condition at ω = 0.

Theorem 2 Consider the small signal model (15) under As-
sumptions 1-4. Then, for all initial conditions, the voltage and
the current deviations vB(t) and iL(t) converge to a constant
value if
C1- For all ω ∈ R+ \ {0}, at least one of the statements of

Theorem 1 is satisfied;

C2- For all j ∈ N

Bj(j0) ∈ QC
(

Π
Bj

1 , εBj (0)
)
. (17)

for some εBj (0) > 0.

2It should be noted that the swing equation with higher order generation
dynamics has a small-signal model analogous to that in (15).
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Proof See Appendix A.

Remark 5 (Passivity at low frequencies) The passivity
condition (17) reduces to requiring that Bj(j0) > 0. This
arises from the infinite gain of Lk(jω) at ω = 0. It should be
noted that this condition is also necessary for many classes
of systems; e.g. consider the simple example of the negative

feedback interconnection of a stable first order system
k1

s+ λ

with λ>0, and an integrator
1

s
. In this case (17) reduces to

k1 ≥ 0 and it is easy to see that the feedback interconnection
is unstable if k1 < 0.

IV. EXAMPLES

To demonstrate the applicability of our results, we consider
two generic examples of DC microgrids where each bus
contains a controlled DC-DC converter connected to loads,
see for instance [25, 26].

In particular, we will consider configurations with parame-
ters that have been chosen in the literature in a centralized way
to have good performance. We will then investigate whether
stability can also be verified via the decentralized conditions
derived in the paper. The significance of the latter is that
they can be used as a decentralized design protocol for the
network; i.e. the choice of frequency ranges where the different
statements in Theorem 1 are applied and the corresponding
multipliers (ΠBj

i and Π
Gj

i ), can be used as local design rules
for the converters through which stability of the network can
be guaranteed.

In our analysis we will start with Statement 1, i.e. the
bus/line decomposition, and consider first the more commonly
used bus passivity condition Bj(jω) ∈ QC(Π

Bj

1 , εBj
(ω)). If

this condition is not satisfied for all/some frequencies, we test
the small-gain condition Bj(jω) ∈ QC(Π

Bj

2 (jω), εBj
(ω)) at

those frequencies. If the previous condition is also not satisfied
at all/some of those frequencies, we make use of Statement 2
and we test if Gj(jω) ∈ QC(Π

Gj

1 , εGj
(ω)). If the previous

condition is still not satisfied at those frequencies, we test
Gj(jω) ∈ QC(Π

Gj

2 , εGj
(ω)) and we continue, if necessary,

by testing whether Gj(jω) ∈ QC(Π
Gj

3 (jω), εGj
(ω)) can be

satisfied for some choice of multipliers Π
Gj

3 (jω).
The examples we are considering deal with two common

situations.
• Microgrid with resistive loads where adjusting the con-

verter control parameters to passivate the bus dynamics
can result in a significant voltage deviation from the
nominal value.

• Microgrid with ZIP loads dominated by their constant
power components which can pose stability challenges.

Note that the numerical values used in these two examples
are taken from [27, 28].

The microgrid under consideration is composed of three
buses as illustrated in Fig. 4, where each bus is composed of
a controlled buck converter connected to a load. Under the
common assumptions that an average model for the DC-DC

Bus 1 Line 1 Bus 2

Bus 3

Lin
e 3 Line 2

Fig. 4: Simplified representation of the microgrid considered.

converter dynamics can be used (resulting from Assumption 1)
and that switching losses may be ignored, the dynamics of
each bus are given by

dij(t)

dt
=

1

Lj

(
−vBj (t)−Rjij(t) + uj(t)

)
dvBj (t)

dt
=

1

Cj

(
ij(t)− iLoadj (t) + iBj

(t)
) (18)

where ij(t) is the bus internal current (the inductor current),
iBj

(t) is the bus injection current from the network, vBj
(t)

is the bus output voltage and uj(t) is the control input of
the buck converter. Rj , Lj and Cj are bus filter resistance,
inductance and capacitance respectively. The control input,
uj(t), is determined by the local controller at the bus and
is actuated via the duty ratio of the DC-DC converter, usually
with the goal of regulating the output voltage and/or achieving
load sharing between the various DC-DC converters in the
network. In this example, it is given as the output of a
double PI controller with the following model, where xKj (t)
is the controller state vector.

dxKj
(t)

dt
=

(
0 0

KIvj
0

)
xKj

(t) + . . .

· · ·+
(

1 0
KPvj

−1

)(
evj (t)
ij(t)

)
uj(t) =

(
KPij

KIvj
KIij

)
xKj (t) + · · ·

· · ·+
(
KPij

KPvj
−KPij

)(evj (t)
ij(t)

)
(19)

The gains KPvj
and KIvj

are the proportional and the inte-
gral gains, respectively, of the voltage PI controller (outer
controller) while KPij

and KIij
are those of the current PI

controller (inner controller). The signal evj (t) is the voltage
tracking error given by evj (t) = vrj (t)− vBj

(t) where vrj (t)
is the desired bus output voltage which is adjusted according
to iBj

(t) such that vrj (t) = vrnom + Rdroopj iBj
(t) with vrnom

the nominal voltage and Rdroopj the droop coefficient.
Note that the state vector xBj

(t) in (3) is in
this case xBj

(t) =
(
ij(t) vBj

(t) x>Kj
(t)
)>

while
fBj (xBj (t), iBj (t)) is obtained by considering the right-hand
side of the differential equations in (18)-(19) after replacing
uj(t), evj (t), vrj (t) and iLoadj (t) with their expressions given
above. Note that the current iLoadj (t) in (18) is the load
current and its expression depends on the load type as it will
be shown in the two cases below.
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Fig. 5: Stability assessment results of the microgrid of Fig. 4 with resistive loads using: (a) passivity, (b) small gain and
(c) Statement 1 (passivity and small gain). Note that at each frequency, a value at 0 on the vertical axis means that the

considered test has failed while 1 means it has passed.

A. Microgrid with resistive loads

In this case, each bus is connected to a resistive load
RLoadj > 0 and iLoadj (t) is given by

iLoadj (t) = R−1
LoadjvBj (t).

To investigate the stability of this microgrid, we start with
the usual passivity argument of Statement 1 corresponding
to Bj(jω) ∈ QC(Π

Bj

1 , εBj (ω)). The analysis reveals that the
different buses are not passive over all frequencies especially
at high frequencies as it can be seen in Fig. 5(a).

A common approach to enhance bus passivity is to
increase the droop coefficients Rdroopj until we have
Bj(jω) ∈ QC(Π

Bj

1 , εBj
(ω)) at all frequencies. However, the

consequence will be an important output voltage deviation
from the nominal value vrnom which makes this approach non
practical for the operation of the microgrid.

To go beyond the passivity condition using
Statement 1, we investigate if the small-gain condition
Bj(jω) ∈ QC(Π

Bj

2 (jω), εBj (ω)) is satisfied at least at high
frequencies. The results presented in Fig. 5(b) affirm that
the latter condition is satisfied at high frequencies where
passivity failed. Hence, the microgrid of Fig. 4 with resistive
loads is stable since Statement 1 is always satisfied at each
frequency ω ∈ R+ as it can be seen in Fig. 5(c).

Therefore, a scalable control protocol when considering
such microgrids in a general network topology can be to
require the dynamics at each bus to satisfy

• Bj(jω) ∈ QC(Π
Bj

1 , εBj (ω)) at a prescribed low fre-
quency range ω < ωc.

• Bj(jω) ∈ QC(Π
Bj

2 (jω), εBj (ω)) at higher frequencies
ω ≥ ωc.

B. Microgrid with ZIP loads

We consider now the case where the loads are not just
resistive and they also contain constant current and constant
power elements. The load current iLoadj (t) becomes

iLoadj (t) = iLoadj + Z−1
LoadjvBj

(t) + PLoadjv
−1
Bj

(t)

where iLoadj , ZLoadj = RLoadj > 0 and PLoadj > 0 are the
current, impedance and power of the constant current load,
the constant impedance load and the constant power load
respectively.

The presence of constant power loads has a destabilizing
effect on the bus dynamics since they behave as negative re-
sistance elements. To guarantee bus stability using a passivity
argument, the effect of the constant impedance loads is larger
than that of the constant power loads [15, 16], that is

Z−1
Loadjvrj (t) > PLoadjv

−1
rj (t).

If the previous condition is satisfied, then it is possible to
certify the stability of the microgrid with ZIP loads us-
ing Statement 1 in a similar way to the case of resistive
loads presented earlier. Nevertheless, in many practical cases,
the constant power loads can be larger than the constant
impedance loads. In this case, Statement 1 alone will not be
able to certify microgrid stability as it can be seen in Fig. 6(a).
Note that in contrast to the case of resistive loads, the passivity
condition does not hold at low frequencies while the small-
gain condition holds. Note also that none of these conditions
hold in medium frequencies, see Fig. 6(a).

Statement 2 allows to go beyond passivity and small-
gain conditions of the conventional bus/line microgrid de-
composition. In fact, the analysis reveals that by con-
sidering the small-gain condition in the new decomposi-
tion Gj(jω) ∈ QC(Π

Gj

2 , εGj
(ω)), Statement 2 is satisfied at

medium frequencies where Statement 1 failed, see Fig. 6(b).
Therefore, we have Statement 1 and/or Statement 2 satisfied
at each frequency ω ∈ R+ as it can be seen in Fig. 6(c),
and hence the microgrid of Fig. 4 with ZIP loads considered
(dominated by constant power loads) is stable.

To conclude, when considering such microgrids in a general
network topology, a scalable control protocol is to design
controllers able to satisfy

• Bj(jω) ∈ QC(Π
Bj

2 (jω), εBj
(ω)) in a prescribed low fre-

quency range.
• Gj(jω) ∈ QC(Π

Gj

2 , εGj
(ω)) in a prescribed medium fre-

quency range.
• Bj(jω) ∈ QC(Π

Bj

1 , εBj
(ω)) at high frequencies.
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Remark 6 (Post-analysis verification) The analysis
presented in Sections IV-A and IV-B has been carried
out for a predefined set of individual frequencies. This
analysis provides the frequency ranges and the corresponding
conditions, which define the protocol that provides stability
guarantees. Once this step is completed, we have used the
generalized KYP lemma [23] as a post-analysis verification
tool to effectively verify that the results obtained hold over
the whole prescribed frequency ranges.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have derived decentralized stability conditions for
DC microgrids. Our analysis takes into account the line
dynamics and also allows higher order models for the DC-
DC converters at each bus. By exploiting various decomposi-
tions of the network, we have derived multiple decentralized
input-output stability conditions that also allow to exploit the
coupling of each bus with neighboring lines. We have used
appropriate homotopy arguments to combine these conditions
pointwise over frequency thus reducing the conservatism in
the analysis. The applicability of the obtained results has been
illustrated through examples.

APPENDIX

The following lemma is used in the proof of Theorem 1. It
gives sufficient conditions that ensure that the point -1 is not
included in the eigenloci of the return-ratio of the negative
feedback interconnection of two stable linear systems.

Lemma 1 Consider a negative feedback interconnection of
S1 ∈ RHm×n∞ and S2 ∈ RHn×m∞ . The point -1 is not included
in the eigenloci of the return-ratio S2(s)S1(s) when evaluated
on the imaginary axis jR, that is −1 /∈ λi (S1(jω)S2(jω))
with ω ∈ R, if there exists a scalar εΠ(w) > 0 and a matrix

Π =

(
Π11 Π12

Π∗12 Π22

)
, where Π11 : jR → Cm×m, Π12 : jR →

Cm×n and Π22 : jR → Cn×n such that for every ω ∈ R+,
the following conditions hold

S1(jω) ∈ QC
(
Π(jω), εΠ(ω)

)
(20)

and
S2(jω) ∈ QC (Π(jω), 0) . (21)

Proof Suppose that −1 ∈ λi (S1(jω)S2(jω)) which means
that (I + S1(jω)S2(jω)) is not invertible, then there exists a
non zero vector w(jω) ∈ Cm different from zero such that (I+
S1(jω)S2(jω))w(jω) = 0. Letting z(jω) = −S2(jω)w(jω),
the previous equality becomes w(jω) − S1(jω)z(jω) = 0
and we obtain w(jω) = S1(jω)z(jω) together with z(jω) =
−S2(jω)w(jω). Let σ(jω) =

(
w(jω)∗ z(jω)∗

)∗
. After pre

and post multiplying the expanded forms (expanded as in (1))
of conditions (20) and (21) by z(jω) and w(jω) respec-
tively, we obtain σ(jω)∗Π(jω)σ(jω) ≥ εΠ(ω) w(jω)∗w(jω)
and σ(jω)∗Π(jω)σ(jω) ≤ 0 which is a contradiction.
Therefore, if conditions (20) and (21) are satisfied then
−1 /∈ λi (S1(jω)S2(jω)) for all ω ∈ R+. Due to the
symmetry of λi(S1(jω)S2(jω))) about the real axis, −1 /∈
λi (S1(jω)S2(jω)) also holds for all ω ∈ R. �

The local asymptotic stability of the equilibrium (4) of the
DC microgrid (2)-(3) is investigated via the internal stability
[29, Def 5.2] of interconnection (5) [29, Lem 5.3], [30, Thm
3.7]. In particular, it is sufficient to show that the closed-loop
transfer functions of interconnection (5) (as defined in [29,
Lem 5.3]) have no poles in the closed right half-plane C+.
Therefore, as B(s) and L(s) have no poles in C+, we only
have to show that (I + QO(s))−1 has no poles in C+ with
QO(s) being the return-ratio of interconnection (5) given by

QO(s) = B(s)AL(s)A>. (22)

Using ideas from [21, 22], interconnection (5) can also be
represented equivalently as an interconnection of two systems
G(s) and A such that{

Y (s) = G(s) X(s)
X(s) = −A Y (s)

(23)

where G(s) = ⊕nb
j=1Gj(s) with

Gj(s) = L(s) (arj)
> Bj(s) a

r
j (24)
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Fig. 6: Stability assessment results of the microgrid of Fig. 4 with ZIP loads where PLoadjv
−1
rj (t) > Z−1

Loadjvrj (t) using:
(a) Statement 1, (b) Statement 2 and (c) Theorem 1. Again note that at each frequency, a value at 0 on the vertical axis

means that the considered test has failed while 1 means it has passed.
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and
A = MM∗ (25)

with M =
(
M∗1 . . . M∗nb

)∗
where

Mj = ⊕n`

k=1

(
rjk

)
rjk =

{
1 if Ajk 6= 0
0 otherwise (26)

We define the return-ratio of interconnection (23) as

QN (s) = G(s)MM∗. (27)

The proof of Theorem 1 uses the quadratic graph separation
arguments of Lemma 1, analogous to an IQC analysis, on
representations (5) and (23), together with a homotopy argu-
ment, with stability deduced using the multivariable Nyquist
criterion [31]. In particular, a main feature of the proof is
that it allows to combine pointwise over frequency various
decentralized conditions associated with the two different
network decompositions3 (5), (23).

The proof consists of four parts. In Part 1, we show that if
Statement 1 is true for each ω ∈ R+, then the point -1 is
not included in the eigenloci of QO(s) in (22). In Part 2,
we show in the same way that if Statement 2 is true for each
ω ∈ R+, then the point -1 is not included in the eigenloci
of QN (s) in (27). In Part 3, we show that if the point -1 is
not included in the eigenloci of (27) then it is not included
in the eigenloci QO(s) of (22). Finally, we deduce in Part 4
using homotopy arguments that if at each frequency either
Statement 1 or Statement 2 is true, then interconnection (5) is
stable.

• Part 1: In this part, we demonstrate that having Statement 1
satisfied at each ω ∈ R+ is sufficient for conditions (20)
and (21) in Lemma 1 to hold. This is done by exploiting the
following two properties of interconnection (5).

1) Passivity of the power lines: From (2), it can be deduced
that the line dynamics are passive which can be expressed
in the frequency domain at each frequency ω ∈ R+ as
Lk(jω) ∈ QC

(
Π
Bj

1 , 0
)

with Π
Bj

1 given by (8). This is
equivalent to

AL(jω)A> ∈ QC
(
ΠB

1 , 0
)

(28)

with ΠB
1 = Inb

⊗Π
Bj

1 .

2) Bounding the power line induced ∞-norm: The in-
duced ∞-norm of Ξ(jω) = AL(jω)A> is given by
maxj

(
|∑k:k∈Ej Lk(jω)|+∑k:k∈Ej |Lk(jω)|

)
. To have

a bound on this norm, we consider a scaling by the matrix
JB(jω)−1 =

(
⊕nb
j=1JBj

(jω)
)−1

, where JBj
(jω) is given

by (10). In particular,
∥∥JB(jω)−1Ξ(jω)

∥∥
∞ is given by

max
j
JBj (jω)−1

(
|
∑
k:k∈Ej

Lk(jω)|+
∑
k:k∈Ej

|Lk(jω)|
)

which is equal to 1. Furthermore, we also have∥∥JB(jω)−1Ξ(jω)∗
∥∥
∞ = 1. Now, let F (jω) =

3It should be noted that since two different network decompositions are
considered in the same stability condition, a classical dissipativity or IQC
analysis are not directly applicable.

JB(jω)−1Ξ(jω)∗JB(jω)−1Ξ(jω). The spectral radius of
F (jω) can be bounded using the induced ∞-norm as
follows

ρ(F (jω)) ≤ ‖F (jω)‖∞
≤
∥∥JB(jω)−1Ξ(jω)∗

∥∥
∞

∥∥JB(jω)−1Ξ(jω)
∥∥
∞

≤ 1 (29)

We now note that F (jω) has real eigenvalues as it is
the product of a positive definite and a Hermitian matrix.
Therefore, since from (29) ρ(F (jω)) ≤ 1, the eigenval-
ues of JB(jω)−1(AL(jω)A>)∗JB(jω)−1AL(jω)A> −
Inb

are less than or equal to zero. Moreover,
as JB(jω) is positive definite, the eigenvalues of
(AL(jω)A>)∗JB(jω)−1AL(jω)A> − JB(jω) are also
less than or equal to zero4 leading to

(AL(jω)A>)∗JB(jω)−1AL(jω)A> ≤ JB(jω)

which can be written in compact form as

AL(jω)A> ∈ QC
(
ΠB

2 (jω), 0
)

(30)

with ΠB
2 (jω) =

(
−JB(jω) 0

0 JB(jω)−1

)
.

As AL(jω)A> satisfies (28) and (30), it will satisfy

AL(jω)A> ∈ QC
(
γ1(ω)ΠB

1 + γ2(ω)ΠB
2 (jω), 0

)
with γ1(ω) ≥ 0 and γ2(ω) ≥ 0. Moreover, to exploit the
diagonal structure of ΠB

1 and ΠB
2 (jω), the scalars γ1(ω) and

γ2(ω) can be replaced by two diagonal matrices Γ1(ω) =
I2 ⊗

(
⊕nb
j=1γj1(ω)

)
and Γ2(ω) = I2 ⊗

(
⊕nb
j=1γj2(ω)

)
, with

γj1(ω) ≥ 0 and γj2(ω) ≥ 0 associated to Π
Bj

1 and Π
Bj

2 (jω)
respectively. We can thus write

AL(jω)A>∈ QC
(
Γ1(ω)ΠB

1 + Γ2(ω)ΠB
2 (jω), 0

)
(31)

Therefore, for (20) and (21) of Lemma 1 to hold it is sufficient
at each ω ∈ R+ to find a scalar εB(ω) > 0 such that

⊕nb
j=1Bj(jω) ∈ QC

(
Γ1(ω)ΠB

1 + Γ2(ω)ΠB
2 (jω), εB(ω)

)
.

Due to the diagonal structure of Γ1(ω)ΠB
1 + Γ2(ω)ΠB

2 (jω),
the previous condition can be decomposed into nb conditions
given by (7) with εBj

(ω) ≥ εB(ω)> 0.
Hence if Statement 1 holds for each ω ∈ R+ then (20) and
(21) hold, and it therefore follows from Lemma 1 that the
point -1 is not included in the eigenloci of the return-ratio
QO(s) of interconnection (5) given by (22).

• Part 2: Similarly to Part 1, we prove that if Statement 2 is
satisfied at each ω ∈ R+ then it is sufficient for (20) and (21)
of Lemma 1 to hold. This is done by exploiting the following
properties and structure of interconnection (23).

1) Positivity and symmetry of A: As A = MM∗ ≥ 0 and
A = A∗, we have −A∗ − A ≤ 0 which rewrites in its
compact form as

A ∈ QC
(
ΠG

1 , 0
)

(32)

4In particular, we exploit the fact that JB(jω)−1P (jω) − Inb , where
P (jω) = Ξ(jω)∗JB(jω)−1Ξ(jω) ≥ 0 has the same nonzero eigenvalues as
(JB(jω))−

1
2 (P (jω)−JB(jω))(JB(jω))−

1
2 . Also the latter being negative

semidefinite implies P (jω)− JB(jω) ≤ 0.
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where ΠG
1 = Inb

⊗Π
Gj

1 with Π
Gj

1 given by (12).

2) Bounding the induced∞-norm of A: Using (25) and (26),
the induced ∞-norm of A defined as the maximum row
sum rjk

∑nb

j=1 r
j
k is always equal to 2 since

∑nb

j=1 r
j
k = 2

as the graph associated with the microgrid is connected.
Therefore, ‖A‖∞ = 2 and since ρ(A) ≤ ‖A‖∞ with
A symmetric, we obtain A∗A ≤ 4Inbn`

which can be
written in compact form as

A ∈ QC
(
ΠG

2 , 0
)

(33)

where ΠG
2 = Inb

⊗Π
Gj

2 with Π
Gj

2 given by (13).

3) Exploiting the structure of A: To take into account the
fact that the lines are part of the new subsystems Gj ,
we use ΠG

3 (jω) = Inb
⊗ Π

Gj

3 (jω) with Π
Gj

3 (jω) given
by (14). With this particular choice of ΠG

3 (jω), we can
associate each Πk(jω) to each line Lk(jω). Note that if
−Πk

12(jω) − Πk
12(jω)∗ + 2 Πk

22(jω) ≤ 0 together with
Πk

11(jω) ≤ 0 then

A ∈ QC
(
ΠG

3 (jω), 0
)

(34)

is always satisfied. To see this, note that by exploiting
the sparsity of A and the structure of ΠG

3 (jω), the left
hand side of the expanded form of the condition in (34)
is given by

Inb
⊗ (⊕n`

k=1Πk
11(jω)) + · · ·

· · ·+MM∗(Inb
⊗ (⊕n`

k=1Πk
22(jω)))MM∗ − · · ·

· · · −M(⊕n`

k=1Πk
12(jω))M∗−M(⊕n`

k=1Πk
12(jω)∗)M∗

which is equal to

Inb
⊗ (⊕n`

k=1Πk
11(jω)) + · · ·

· · ·+M
(
⊕n`

k=1

(
−Πk

12(jω)−Πk
12(jω)∗+· · ·

· · ·+ 2Πk
22(jω)

))
M∗.

(35)

Hence Πk
11(jω) ≤ 0 together with −Πk

12(jω) −
Πk

12(jω)∗ + 2Πk
22(jω) ≤ 0 are sufficient for (35) to be

negative semi-definite and hence for condition (34) to
hold.

Therefore, as A satisfies (32), (33) and (34) and using similar
arguments to those in Part 1, we obtain

A ∈ QC
(
∆1(ω)ΠG

1 + ∆2(ω)ΠG
2 + · · ·

· · ·+ ∆3(ω)ΠG
3 (jω), εG(ω)

) (36)

where ∆i(ω) = I2n`
⊗
(
⊕nb
j=1δji(ω)

)
with i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and

δji(ω) ≥ 0. Therefore, for (20) and (21) in Lemma 1 to hold
it is sufficient at each ω ∈ R+ to find a scalar εG(ω) > 0
such that

⊕nb
j=1Gj(jω) ∈ QC

(
∆1(ω)ΠG

1 + ∆2(ω)ΠG
2 + · · ·

· · ·+ ∆3(ω)ΠG
3 (jω), εG(ω)

)
.

Due to the diagonal structure of ∆i and ΠG
i , the previous

condition can be decomposed into nb conditions given by (11)
with εGj

(ω) ≥ εG(ω)> 0.
Hence if Statement 2 holds for each ω ∈ R+ then (20)
and (21) hold, and it therefore follows from Lemma 1 that
the point -1 is not included in the eigenloci of the return-ratio

QN (s) of interconnection (23) given by (27).

• Part 3: We show in this part that if the point -1 is
not included in the eigenloci of QN (s) in (27), then it
is also not included in the eigenloci of QO(s) in (22). A
simple argument shows that both return-ratios have the same
non-zero eigenvalues. In particular, the matrix G(s)MM∗

in QN (s) has the same nonzero eigenvalues as M∗G(s)M
which rewrites as

∑nb

j=1MjGj(s)M
∗
j . Then using the ex-

pressions of Gj(s) and Mj given by (24) and (26) and
the fact that L(s)Mj = MjL(s), the previous summation
becomes L(s)

∑nb

j=1Mj(a
r
j)
>Bj(s)a

r
jM
∗
j which rewrites as

L(s)A>B(s)A. Finally, note that L(s)A>B(s)A has the
same nonzero eigenvalues as B(s)AL(s)A> which is the
return-ratio QO(s). Hence, if the point -1 is not included in
the eigenloci of the return-ratio QN (s) of interconnection (23),
then it is also not included in the eigenloci of the return-
ratio QO(s) of interconnection (5).

• Part 4: We show now using a homotopy argument that when
at each frequency Statement 1 or Statement 2 is satisfied then
the point −1 is also not encircled by the eigenloci of the
return-ratio of (5) or (23), and hence stability can be deduced.
We define the following linear homotopy for interconnec-
tion (5): ALτ (jω)A> = AL(jω)A> and Bj,τ (jω) = τBj(jω)
with τ ∈ [0, 1]. Similarly, we define an analogous homotopy
for the interconnection (23) as Aτ = A and Gj,τ (jω) =
τGj(jω) with the same τ ∈ [0, 1]. We will show that
throughout these homotopies, condition (7) together with (31)
and condition (11) together with (36) remain satisfied, i.e.
when Bj(jω), AL(jω)A>, Bj(jω) and A and are replaced
by Bj,τ (jω), ALτ (jω)A>, Gj,τ (jω) and Aτ respectively.
Conditions (31) and (36) are always satisfied when γji(ω) ≥ 0,
δji(ω) ≥ 0, JBj

(jω) is given by (10), Πk
11(jω) ≤ 0, and

−Πk
12(jω)−Πk

12(jω)∗ + 2Πk
22(jω) ≤ 0.

On the other hand, conditions (7) and (11) rewrite in their
expanded forms as Φj(jω) ≥ 0 and Ψj(jω) ≥ 0 with Φj(jω)
and Ψj(jω) given by

Φj(jω) = −τ2εBj
(ω)Bj(jω)∗Bj(jω) + · · ·

· · ·+
(
τBj(jω)

1

)∗ (
γj1(ω)Π

Bj

1 + · · ·

· · ·+ γj2(ω)Π
Bj

2 (jω)
)(

τBj(jω)
1

)
and

Ψj(jω) = −τ2εGj
(ω)Gj(jω)∗Gj(jω) + · · ·

· · ·+
(
τGj(jω)

I

)∗ (
δj1(ω)Π

Gj

1 + · · ·

· · ·+ δj2(ω)Π
Gj

2 + δj3(ω)Π
Gj

3 (jω)
)(

τGj(jω)
I

)
For τ = 1, Φj(jω) ≥ 0 and Ψj(jω) ≥ 0 are satisfied from

Part 1 and Part 2.
For τ = 0, Φj(jω) ≥ 0 and Ψj(jω) ≥ 0 are also sat-
isfied as γj1(ω)

(
Π
Bj

1

)
22

+ γj2(ω)
(
Π
Bj

2 (jω)
)

22
≥ 0 and

δj1(ω)
(
Π
Gj

1

)
22

+ δj2(ω)
(
Π
Gj

2

)
22

+ δj3(ω)
(
Π
Gj

i (jω)
)

22
≥ 0

where
(
Π
Bj

i

)
22

and
(
Π
Gj

3

)
22

are the lower right blocks of
Π
Bj

i (jω) and Π
Gj

i (jω) respectively.
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For τ ∈ (0, 1), Φj(jω) ≥ 0 and Ψj(jω) ≥ 0
are also satisfied since Φj(jω) and Ψj(jω) are concave
in τ as γj1(ω)

(
Π
Bj

1

)
11

+ γj2(ω)
(
Π
Bj

2 (jω)
)

11
≤ 0 and

δj1(ω)
(
Π
Gj

1

)
11

+ δj2(ω)
(
Π
Gj

2

)
11

+ δj3(ω)
(
Π
Gj

3 (jω)
)

11
≤ 0.

Therefore, condition (7) together with (31) and condition (11)
together with (36) remain satisfied when using the afore-
mentioned homotopies, and hence the point -1 remains not
included in the corresponding eigenloci of the return-ratio.
Moreover, using the result of Part 3, if either Statement 1
or Statement 2 are satisfied at each frequency then the point
−1 remains not included in the eigenloci of the return-ratio of
interconnection (5) and hence the winding number of the point
−1 does not change throughout the homotopies described
above. Therefore, since the winding number is zero for τ = 0,
it is also zero for τ = 1.

To summarize, if either Statement 1 or Statement 2
holds at each frequency ω ∈ R+ then the eigenloci of
B(jω)AL(jω)A> do not include the point -1 and do not encir-
cle it. Hence, from the multivariable Nyquist criterion [31] it
follows that the closed-loop transfer functions of interconnec-
tion (5) have no poles in C+. Therefore, the equilibrium (4)
of the power system (2)-(3) with its small-signal model (5)
is locally asymptotically stable which concludes the proof of
Theorem 1. �

The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1, however the
presence of an integrator introduces additional complications
in the analysis that need to be explicitly addressed.

Consider the small-signal model (15) and consider the
following decomposition of L(s) and ΘL(s)

L(s) =
1

s
H(s) ΘL(s) =

1

s
ΘH(s).

The voltage and the current deviations VB(s) and IL(s) can
be written in terms of the initial conditions xB(0) and xL(0)
as (

VB(s)
IL(s)

)
= χ(s)

(
xB(0)
xL(0)

)
(37)

with

χ11(s) =
(
I +B(s)As−1H(s)A>

)−1
ΘB(s)

χ12(s) = −
(
I +B(s)As−1H(s)A>

)−1
B(s)A s−1ΘH(s)

χ21(s) =
(
I + s−1H(s)A>B(s)A

)−1
s−1H(s)AT ΘB(s)

χ22(s) =
(
I + s−1H(s)A>B(s)A

)−1
s−1ΘH(s)

with ΘB(s) given by (6) and ΘH(s) = s ΘL(s) with ΘL(s)
given by (16). Note that B(s), ΘB(s), H(s) and ΘH(s) have
no poles in C+ from Assumption 3 and Assumption 4.

The proof of Theorem 2 has two parts. We show in Part 1
that the function χ(s) has at most one pole at s = 0 using
ideas analogous to those in [32], and we show in Part 2 that
χ(s) has no poles in the closed right half-plane excluding the
origin i.e. C+ \ {0}. These results are used to deduce the
convergence of vB(t) and iL(t) to a constant value.

• Part 1: We show in this part that χ(s) in (37) has one simple
pole at 0. This is done in two steps.
• Step 1: We show that

(
I +B(s)As−1H(s)A>

)−1

and
(
I + s−1H(s)A>B(s)A

)−1
have no poles

at s = 0. To do this, we start by showing that(
I +B(s)As−1H(s)A>

)
has no zeros at s = 0.

Note that s
(
I +B(s)As−1H(s)A>

)
is equal to(

sI +B(s)AH(s)A>
)
. Since the underlying graph is

connected then AH(j0)A> has a simple eigenvalue at the
origin. Using the fact that B(j0) = ⊕nb

j=1Bj(j0) > 0 (see
Remark 5) we have that s

(
I +B(s)As−1H(s)A>

)
has

a simple zero at s = 0, hence
(
I +B(s)As−1H(s)A>

)
has no zeros at s = 0 and

(
I +B(s)As−1H(s)A>

)−1

has no poles at s = 0. The reasoning is the same to
show that

(
I + s−1H(s)A>B(s)A

)−1
has no poles at

s = 0.

• Step 2: We show in this step that χ12(s) and χ21(s) have
no poles at s = 0. For this purpose, we use the following
limit from [33]: for a complex non-square matrix Λ, the
limit lims→0(sI + Λ∗Λ)−1Λ∗ is equal to the pseudo-
inverse of Λ. We start with lims→0 χ12(s). We recall
that B(s), H(s) and ΘH(s) have no poles at s = 0
and note that5 H(j0) > 0. Therefore, lims→0 χ12(s) =
lims→0 U(sI + V ∗V )−1V ∗W−1ΘH(j0) with U =

(B(j0))
1
2 , W = (H(j0))

1
2 and V ∗ = UAW ; we thus

see that χ12(s) exists at s = 0 and hence χ12(s) has no
poles at s = 0. Using a similar argument, we can show
that χ21(s) has no poles at s = 0.

Therefore, from the previous steps, we conclude that
χ11(s), χ12(s) and χ21(s) have no poles at s = 0 while
χ22(s) has one simple pole at s = 0 and hence the
function χ(s) in (37) has one simple pole at s = 0.

• Part 2: We show in this part that if at least one of the
statements of Theorem 1 is satisfied for each ω ∈ R+ \ {0}
and if Bj(j0) > 0, then χ(s) of (37) has no poles in C+\{0}.
For this purpose, we adopt the notation below that is used to
define a modified Nyquist contour.
• CR, with R > 0 sufficiently large, is the semi-circle

centered at the origin of radius R in the right-half plane,
that is CR = {s ∈ C : |s| = R,Re(s) ≥ 0} where Re(s)
denotes the real part of s.

• cr(j0), with r > 0 sufficiently small, is the semi-circle
centered at the origin of radius r in the right-half plane,
that is cr(j0) = {s ∈ C : |s| = r,Re(s) > 0}.

• C`\r is the contour parameterized by r defined by C`\r =
j(−∞,−r] ∪ j[+r,∞) which is a straight line on the
imaginary axis excluding the segment j(−r,+r).

The modified Nyquist contour is given by

CN = C`\r ∪ CR ∪ cr(j0). (38)

As B(s)As−1H(s)A> and s−1H(s)A>B(s)A have the
same nonzero eigenvalues,

(
I +B(s)As−1H(s)A>

)−1
has

the same poles as
(
I + s−1H(s)A>B(s)A

)−1
. Therefore, to

show that χ(s) of (37) has no poles in C+ \ {0}, we only
need to show that

(
I +B(s)As−1H(s)A>

)−1
has no poles

5This can be deduced from Assumption 4 and the decomposition of L(s) =
s−1H(s).
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in C+ \ {0}, since B(s), H(s), ΘB(s) and ΘH(s) have no
poles in C+. To do this, we define the return-ratio

Q(s) = B(s)As−1H(s)A>

and we show that the point -1 is not included in the eigenloci
of Q(s) when Q(s) is evaluated along the modified Nyquist
contour CN in (38). Furthermore, we show that the point −1
is not included in the eigenloci when a linear homotopy is
carried out from the origin. This is done in three steps.
• Step 1: We consider the contribution of the straight

line C`\r to the eigenloci. This portion is included
in jR \ {j0}. Due to the symmetry of the eigenloci
about the real axis, it is sufficient to evaluate Q(s) over
jR+ \ {j0}.
Using arguments analogous to those in Part 1, Part 2
and Part 3 of the proof of Theorem 1, we deduce
that if at least one of the statements of Theorem 1 is
satisfied for each ω ∈ R+ \ {0} then the point -1 is
not included in the eigenloci of the return-ratio Q(s)
when evaluated on C`\r. We now consider the linear
homotopy where each Bj(s) is replaced by τBj(s)
with τ ∈ [0, 1]. Using arguments analogous to those
in Part 4 in the proof of Theorem 1, we deduce that
if either Statement 1 or Statement 2 are satisfied at
each frequency ω ∈ R+ \ {0}, then the point -1 remains
not included in the eigenloci of Q(s) as τ changes
continuously in [0, 1].

• Step 2: We consider now the contribution of CR to
the eigenloci as R → ∞. Since Q(s) is proper, we
have Q(s) → Q∞, as R → ∞, where Q∞ = Q(j∞)
is a constant matrix. Hence, the eigenvalues of Q(s)
evaluated along CR tend to constant points equal to
the eigenvalues of Q∞. Therefore, from Step 1, if
−1 /∈ λi(Q(j∞)) then −1 /∈ λi(Q(s)) for |s| ≥ R0 with
R0 a sufficiently large number.
Moreover, when we consider the homotopy described in
Step 1 with τ ∈ [0, 1], we have that Q∞ = τQ(j∞) and
the point -1 remains not included in λi(Q∞) throughout
this homotopy. Hence, −1 /∈ λi(τQ(s)) for |s| ≥ R0,
for τ ∈ [0, 1] with R0 a sufficiently large number.

• Step 3: We now investigate the contribution of the semi-
circle cr(j0) as r → 0. When traversing the semi-circle
cr(j0) corresponding to the pole at s = 0, each eigenlocus
λk (Q(cr)) has a magnitude that tends to ∞ as r →
0 while its argument changes by π radians. Moreover,
we know that H(j0) > 0 and that for each j we have
Bj(j0) > 0, whence by continuity of the transfer function
there exists sufficiently small µ such that Bj(jν)

ν > 0
and AH(jν)A> ≥ 0 for all ν ∈ (0, µ). Therefore, the
arc corresponding to the eigenlocus along cr(j0), for r
sufficiently small is closed through the right half-plane
which lies to the right of the point -1.
Now, if we replace each Bj(s) by τBj(s) with τ ∈ [0, 1],
the eigenloci of the return ratio Q(s), when the latter is
evaluated along cr(j0), remain in the right half-plane and
hence do not include the point −1.

From the previous steps we have that if the condi-
tions of Theorem 2 are satisfied then the point -1 is not
included in the eigenloci of Q(s) when Q(s) is evalu-
ated along the modified Nyquist contour CN in (38) with
R > 0 sufficiently large and r > 0 sufficiently small.
Moreover, when the homotopy described in the previous
steps is carried out the eigenloci still do not include the
point −1. Therefore, the winding number of the point −1
does not change throughout this homotopy and remains equal
to zero6. Therefore, from the multivariable Nyquist crite-
rion [31], it follows that

(
I +B(s)As−1H(s)A>

)−1
and(

I + s−1H(s)A>B(s)A
)−1

have no poles in C+ \ {0} and
consequently χ(s) in (37) has no poles in C+ \ {0} as well.

To summarize, we deduce from Part 1 and Part 2 that
when the conditions C1 and C2 of Theorem 2 are satisfied then
χ(s) has no poles in C+ except χ22(s) which has a simple
pole at s = 0. Therefore, for all xB(0) and xL(0), we have
vB(t)→ vB∞ as t→∞ with vB∞ = 0. For iL(t), due to the
simple pole at origin of χ22(s), we have iL(t)→ iL∞ as t→
∞ with iL∞ some constant depending on xL(0). Therefore,
for all initial conditions xB(0) and xL(0), the voltage and
the current deviations vB(t) and iL(t) converge to a constant
value, which completes the proof of Theorem 2. �
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